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JACUZZI

®

ICON OF
WELLNESS!
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BRAND

Renowned for its performance reliability and ease of use,
we set the standard by which all Hot Tubs are measured.
While imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, only
65 years of innovation can produce Hot Tub, Swim Spa,
bathtubs, shower, saunas and hammam designs made to the
demanding standards of the Jacuzzi® Brand.
Jacuzzi® Brand products are manufactured in 5 countries,
enjoyed in more than 100 countries worldwide, and employ
thousands of people around the world. The Jacuzzi® Brand is
trusted by millions of customers globally.

Hot Tub

Swim Spa

Bathtubs

Shower

Saunas and Hammam

Commercial
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BRAND STORY
When the seven Jacuzzi brothers emigrated from Italy to the United states, they had
no idea that a pump they designed for orchards would revolutionise hydrotherapy in
the home. And while the family’s critical need to change the life of a child triggered this
therapeutic invention, a desire for wellness pioneered an industry.

MYNIMA the first cabin
"plastic less"
ROMAN BATH
the first whirlpool bath
in the world

First outdoor
Hot Tub range

1960

1990
1970

2004
1993

1956
Introducing the spa:
Candido Jacuzzi invented
the J-300® pump, the first
portable hydrotherapy
device to be applied to a
household bathtub

First self-contained
family-size Hot Tub
is created
J-DREAM the first shower
with steam bath
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OMEGA shape and function:
launching of the first line
designed by Pininfarina

FRAME an authentic private spa
with shiatsu hydromassage and
steam bath options

SASHA 10 years of wellnes

2006

2010

2020

2010

2016

2022

SASHA the innovative wellness space
transforms the home environment into
a real wellness center

MOOD the sauna for every type
of space, 4 models with
customisable sizes

The new collection Wellness
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MOOD XL Front Glass
left hand version
Hemlock wood

WELLNESS
COLLECTION
Find the wellness ideal for the relaxation you are looking for:
saunas, emotional showers, hammams.
Sasha for a modular space to satisfy every need, Sasha
is a unique solution with all the benefits of the sauna, the
emotional shower and the muffled pleasure of the hammam.
Sasha Mi is a functional wellness center in the privacy of your
home: sauna, hammam and shower in just 3 square meters.
Mood is the sauna has been reinvented for the hospitality
sector with Mood.

SASHA AND SASHA MI
“SHARING:
EVERYTHING COMES
FROM THIS WORD.”
ALBERTO APOSTOLI
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SASHA - SASHA MI
design Alber to Apos toli

Uniqueness and exclusivity, modularity and limited space are the
hallmarks of Sasha and Sasha Mi: true wellness centres where
water, essences, heat, coloured lights and music stimulate body
and soul.
Sasha: three-in-one wellness.
In its most complete version it consists of three modules: Sauna +
Emotional Shower + Hammam. A true wellness centre in just over
8 square metres. The three modules can also be used on their
own or in different combinations to obtain endless configurations,
which are adaptable to all spaces. Sasha encapsulates professional
wellness and transfers it to a private dimension.
Sasha Mi: A veritable domestic Spa in just 3 square
metres.
Sasha Mi is the two-module version consisting of a sauna and
hammam + emotional shower, a precious treasure chest made
of wood, glass and steel, ideal for small spaces. Sasha Mi fits
perfectly into a domestic setting or in a hotel suite and offers
professional performance, combining the functions of personal
hygiene with those of wellness and relaxation.
Transparency, clean lines and fine materials enhance the elegance
of Sasha and Sasha Mi, available in White and Black to blend in
perfectly with any furnishing style. Designed and produced in
Italy, they can be installed in a short time to be immediately
ready for use.

SAUNA

EMOTIONAL SHOWER

11

HAMMAM

SASHA - SASHA MI

CROMODREAM®
WELLBEING
IN COLOUR
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SASHA - SASHA MI

Cromodream® exploits the properties of colours, which
stimulate and at the same time regulate our moods.
With the Cromodream® function, Sasha and Sasha Mi are
bathed in coloured light, which can be either fixed or with
colour sequences specially designed for sauna, shower and
hammam treatments.

STEADY COLOURED LIGHTS
WHITE. Operates as light colour overseeing appliance functions.
SKY BLUE. Promotes relaxation and relieves stress, providing an appeasing effect
on the central nervous system; suitable for relaxing, it additionally acts as a sleep
adjuvant.
ORANGE. Gently increases blood pressure; it promotes vitality and has a
"recharging" effect on those who are tired; it stimulates heavy breathing.
YELLOW. Helps with concentration and combats depressive moods; it helps
mood and general well-being, encouraging happiness and enthusiasm.
GREEN. It promotes sleep and reduces irritability; the neutral energy it provides,
encourages balance, providing serenity and inner peace.

COLOUR SEQUENCES
CROMODREAM®. This cycle allows you to experience the entire colour range colours appear in complimentary fashion, merging from one colour to the next, providing
complete satisfaction.

SAUNA: Biosauna treatment
HAMMAM: Tepidarium treatment
EMOTIONAL SHOWER: Thin rain
SUNLIGHT. Yellow, orange and white with short interspersions of sky blue and violet,
reminiscent of the beneficial effects of solar light; yellow alternated with violet uplifts mood
and improves general physical balance.

SAUNA: Roman Sauna treatment
HAMMAM: Hammam treatment
EMOTIONAL SHOWER: Tropical shower
RELAX. Formed of the following colours blue, orange, sky blue and white; this sequence
relieves stress and encourages relaxation; the orange hue offers warmth in this sequence
composed primarily of "cold" colours.

SAUNA: Roman Sauna treatment
HAMMAM: Calidarium treatment
EMOTIONAL SHOWER: Cold shower

CROMODREAM®
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MOOD
THE SAUNA FOR
EVERY SPACE
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MOOD

Heat, light and essences for a complete wellness experience.
The Mood collection of saunas, made entirely of natural
wood, provides constant warmth and is pleasing to the
touch. Four models, from 2 to 8 seats, in Classic, Front
Glass and Side Glass versions, perfect for the home and for
heavy use in hospitality settings. Can be customised in size
and offers easy access.

SAUNA

MOOD S
Versione
Versione
Classic
Classic

MOOD M

MOOD L

MOOD XL
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COLLEZIONE
DESIGN

SASHA

SASHA White
Sauna + Emotional shower + Hammam

COLLEZIONE
DESIGN

SASHA
design Alber to Apos toli

CROMODREAM®

Features:
• Internal control panel
• Cromodream® multicolor LED illumination
Sauna:
• Electric heater with peridotite rocks, essence holder and wood finish
• 15 minute hourglass sand timer
• Thermohygrometer
• Wooden bucket and ladle
• Headrest
• Bench
• Stool
• Alarm button and thermal protection
• Speakers for home sound system connection
Optional:
• Sound system wireless
• External cladding
Emotional shower:
• Hand held shower
• Raindrop shower head
• Cascade
• Vertical jets
Hammam:
• Hand held shower
• Raindrop shower head
• Container for aromatic essence
• Fountain
• Bench
• Alarm button
• Speakers for home sound system connection
• Limescale-prevention treatment programme
Optional:
• Sound system wireless
• External cladding
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SASHA
design Alber to Apos toli

SAUNA
Intense warmth enabling the body to relax, catch the rhythm of the heart, and mark the passing
of time at a slower pace. Transparency, modernity, the most precious type of solid wood, for a
comprehensive wellness experience, no longer limited to small spaces, but rather more spacious,
where you can socialise completely at ease.

EMOTIONAL SHOWER
Large glass windows define the space, letting light and colour through, allowing you to see
from one space to the other. The environment has a luxurious design. The effects of the water
flowing over the body accompany the healing gestures through three treatments.

HAMMAM
Just like in the best and finest spas: light with variable colours, bench, wall panelling and water
fountain in Corian® white. The handheld fountain shower and the rain-effect shower head
cool you off after the steam cycle or invite you to use the Hammam as a shower.
Versatility is also wellbeing.
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SASHA

CHOOSE THE JUST EXPERIENCE FOR YOU

SAUNA
The natural warmth of wood welcomes the body in a completely natural
environment, refined by the comfort of Cromodream® illumination.
Treatments:
Biosauna: temperature of 60°C - humidity of 30-35%
Roman sauna: temperature of 70-75°C - humidity of 20-25%
Finnish sauna: temperature of 90°C - humidity below 12%

EMOTIONAL SHOWER
With a simple touch of the finger it is possible to select the programs of the
emotional shower combined with the color games to evoke the sensory sphere.
Treatments:
Cold shower: very fine spray mist, almost velvety, ideal for a
cool or cold shower
Thin rain: rain-effect jet, with medium-sized droplets and
cone-shaped spray
Tropical shower: stronger and more energetic jet with
“massage” effect
Manual functions:
Showerhead: Two "rainfall" jets, situated at the top of the shower unit, that
stimulate the cardiovascular system, regulated so that they emit relatively cold water;
they are ideal following a Finnish sauna, allowing you to enjoy a period of wellness
Waterfall: A direction-adjusted water jet that springs from the walls; providing a
soft massaging effect on neck and back muscles
Shower: Ideal for refreshing ourself and toning the skin and muscles

HAMMAM
A cloud of steam purifies in depth helping to eliminate toxins.
Treatments:
Tepidarium: temperature of 38°C – medium humidity
Hammam: temperature of 40°C - high humidity
Calidarium: temperature of 42°C - high humidity
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SASHA

SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER + HAMMAM

Sauna, shower and hammam create a space to meet
all your wellness needs. This is Sasha: a unique and
innovative solution in a 8 square metres.

Single version
Dimensions: 402 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Heater 4,5 kW - Hammam 4,5 / 6 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall, niche
The 90 cm access points make entry easier

Available colours
White
Black
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SASHA

SAUNA + HAMMAM

Sauna and hammam create a wellness space to
meet all your needs. Sasha, a unique, innovative
solution.

Available colours

Single version
Dimensions: 302 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Heater 4,5 kW - Hammam 4,5 / 6 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall, niche

White
Black
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SASHA

HAMMAM + EMOTIONAL SHOWER

A space to meet all your wellness needs:
Sasha is a unique and innovative solution, with all
the benefits of the emotional shower and the
pleasure of the hammam.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 257 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Hammam 4,5 / 6 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black
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SASHA

SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER

Space, style, wellbeing: the Sauna and Emotional Shower
define a environment to meet every need: this makes
Sasha an innovative solution that is never the same
twice over.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 257 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Heater 4,5 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black
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SASHA

HAMMAM WITH DOOR ON SHORT SIDE

The Hammam module with short side door offers a
wide range of composition possibilities, to find a place in
the most diverse spaces: this makes Sasha a unique and
innovative solution for all your wellness needs.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 152 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Hammam 4,5 / 6 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black
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SASHA

HAMMAM WITH DOOR ON LONG SIDE

The Hammam module with long side door creates
a modular space to meet different needs in terms of
style and wellbeing: a unique and innovative solution,
such as Sasha.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 152 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Hammam 4,5 / 6 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black
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SASHA

SAUNA WITH DOOR ON SHORT SIDE

The Sauna module with short side door creates a
wellness space for every need in terms of style and
functionality. This makes Sasha a unique and innovative
solution for all.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 152 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Heater 4,5 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black
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SASHA

SAUNA WITH DOOR ON LONG SIDE

An innovative and versatile solution, such as Sasha:
the Sauna module with long side door creates a
wellness space tailored to any style, setting and
functional requirements.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 152 x 211 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Heater 4,5 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black
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SASHA BLACK

SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER + HAMMAM

SAUNA + HAMMAM

HAMMAM + EMOTIONAL SHOWER

SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER

HAMMAM WITH DOOR ON SHORT SIDE

SAUNA WITH DOOR ON SHORT SIDE

HAMMAM WITH DOOR ON LONG SIDE

SAUNA WITH DOOR ON LONG SIDE
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COLLEZIONE
DESIGN

SASHA Black
Sauna + Emotional shower + Hammam

COLLEZIONE
DESIGN

SASHA WHITE

COLORS, MATERIALS, FINISHES
SAUNA

EMOTIONAL
SHOWER

Internal panelling

–

–

Bench

–

–

Fountain

–

–

Wall panelling

–

MATERIALS

ELEMENT

HAMMAM

External frame

Corian® Vanilla

HPL white

Solid Linden wood

Walls and ceiling

–

–

Internal panelling

–

–

Floor and duckboard

–

–

Benches / Stool

–

–

Heater cover

–

–

Window
10 mm thick transparent tempered plate glass

–

Door

CORIAN®
VANILLA

SOLID LINDEN
WOOD

HPL
WHITE

Note: The color, texture and finish of
materials may differ from the pictures.
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SASHA BLACK

COLORS, MATERIALS, FINISHES
SAUNA

EMOTIONAL
SHOWER

Internal panelling

–

–

Bench

–

–

Fountain

–

–

HPL black

Wall panelling

–

Black waxed pine slatted wood

Walls and ceiling

–

–

Internal panelling

–

–

Floor and duckboard

–

–

Benches / Stool

–

–

Heater cover

–

–

MATERIALS

ELEMENT

HAMMAM

External frame

Corian® Vanilla

Solid Abachi

Window
10 mm thick transparent tempered plate glass

–

Door

CORIAN®
VANILLA

BLACK WAXED PINE SLATTED
WOOD

SOLID
ABACHI

HPL
BLACK

Note: The color, texture and finish of
materials may differ from the pictures.
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SASHA MI

SASHA MI Black
Sauna + Emotional shower and Hammam
right hand version

SASHA MI
design Alber to Apos toli

Features:
CROMODREAM®

• Internal control panel
• Cromodream® multicolor LED illumination
• Home sound system connection

Sauna:
• Electric heater with peridotite rocks, essence holder and wood finish
• 15 minute hourglass sand timer
• Thermohygrometer
• Alarm button and thermal protection
• Wooden bucket and ladle
• Headrest
• Bench and Stool

Emotional shower and Hammam
• Raindrop shower head
• Cascade
• Water misting
• Alarm button
• Thermostatic mixer (Emotional shower)
• Diverter Hand held shower (Emotional shower)
• Steam unit (Hammam)
• Stool
Optional:
• Sound system wireless
• External cladding
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SASHA MI
design Alber to Apos toli

SAUNA
Solid wood, chromotherapy and set-up for cable radio: essences, colours and tunes that express
wellbeing. The two benches, one of which is removable, the wooden pail and ladle, thermohygrometer, hourglass and touch controls, open up to the ritual and atmosphere of a real
professional spa. In the heart of your home.

EMOTIONAL SHOWER
Double rain-effect shower head, water blade, emotional shower with 3 jets, spray mist and
chromotherapy activated from a dedicated touch panel complete the prestigious cycle of the
Jacuzzi® home wellness solution.

HAMMAM
Internal light with variable colours and fine furnishings, as in the best and finest spas. And in
addition, all the versatility of the equipment, with handheld shower and rain-effect shower head
to cool off after a steam cycle. Water as an elixir that melts away all tension.
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SASHA MI

CHOOSE THE JUST EXPERIENCE FOR YOU

SAUNA
The natural warmth of wood welcomes the body in a completely natural
environment, refined by the comfort of Cromodream® illumination.
Treatments:
Biosauna: temperature of 60°C - humidity of 30-35%
Roman sauna: temperature of 70-75°C - humidity of 20-25%
Finnish sauna: temperature of 90°C - humidity below 12%

EMOTIONAL SHOWER
With a simple touch of the finger it is possible to select the programs of the
emotional shower combined with the color games to evoke the sensory sphere.
Functions:
Showerhead: A "rainfall" jets, situated at the top of the shower unit, that stimulate
the cardiovascular system, regulated so that they emit relatively cold water; they are
ideal following a Finnish sauna, allowing you to enjoy a period of wellness
Spray jets: Located on the sides of the showerhead, these jets provide a water
delicate water massage to tone the body
Waterfall: A water jet that springs from the walls; providing a soft massaging effect
on neck and back muscles
Shower: Ideal for refreshing yourself and toning the skin and muscles

HAMMAM
A cloud of steam purifies in depth helping to eliminate toxins.
Treatments:
Tepidarium: temperature of 38°C – medium humidity
Hammam: temperature of 40°C - high humidity
Calidarium: temperature of 42°C - high humidity
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SASHA MI

SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER AND HAMMAM

Sauna, emotional shower and hammam in a small space, with
the comfort of an authentic spa. Whether in white or black,
Sasha Mi can be installed in just a few steps and immediately
expresses its character. Elegance, exclusivity and functionality
for your wellbeing.

Available colours

Left hand and Right hand version
Dimensions: 260 x 120 x 225 H cm
Current absorbed: Sauna 3,35 kW - Hammam 2,5 kW
Installation: corner, back to wall

White
Black

SASHA MI White
Sauna + Emotional shower and Hammam
left hand version
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SASHA MI WHITE

COLORS, MATERIALS, FINISHES
MATERIALS
Solid Abachi varnished wood

ELEMENT

SAUNA

EMOTIONAL
SHOWER

HAMMAM

External frame
Wall panelling

–

Floor and duckboard

–

HPL white

Solid athermic Linden wood

Walls and ceiling

–

Internal panelling

–

Floor and duckboard

–

Benches

–

Heater cover

–

Techstone® white

Stool

8 mm thick transparent tempered plate glass

Window / Door

–

SOLID ABACHI
VARNISHED WOOD

SOLID ATHERMIC
LINDEN WOOD

HPL
WHITE

TECHSTONE®
WHITE

Note: The color, texture and finish of
materials may differ from the pictures.
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SASHA MI BLACK

COLORS, MATERIALS, FINISHES
MATERIALS
Solid Abachi varnished wood

ELEMENT

SAUNA

EMOTIONAL
SHOWER

HAMMAM

External frame
Wall panelling

–

Floor and duckboard

–

HPL black

Black waxed pine slatted wood

Walls and ceiling

–

Internal panelling

–

Floor and duckboard

–

Benches

–

Heater cover

–

Solid athermic Linden wood

Techstone® Black

Stool

8 mm thick transparent tempered plate glass

Window / Door

–

SOLID ABACHI
VARNISHED WOOD

BLACK WAXED PINE SLATTED
WOOD

HPL
BLACK

TECHSTONE®
BLACK

SOLID ATHERMIC
LINDEN WOOD

Note: The color, texture and finish of
materials may differ from the pictures.
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MOOD

MOOD XL Front Glass
left hand version
Hemlock wood

SPA - VIRTUS

MOOD

Features:
• Electric heater with peridotite rocks
• Temperature sensor with thermal protection
• Heater protection system with alarm button (TOP version)
• External electronic control panel,
with remote control in the Front Glass option
• Front glass panel and door 8 mm tempered glass
• Large wooden handle
• Fixed bench
• Removable bench
• Back panel
• Headrest / removable backrest
• Wooden bucket and ladle
• Thermometer, hygrometer and sand timer
• Rollable duckboard to be positioned on the existing floor
• White LED lighting for wall and floor
• Wireless audio system with loudspeakers (TOP version)

Optional:
• Biosauna
• Size 90 cm door with 1 cm lowered threshold
• Reduced height of 202 cm

Customize on request:
Variable dimensions between 120 and 250 cm in width and between 120
and 200 cm in depth, in steps of +/-10 cm. The heater power is defined
according to the model/dimensions. Please contact head office for larger
dimensions, configurations and other essences.
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MOOD

DESIGN
Style and wellbeing are the hallmarks of this Finnish sauna, which is suitable for any
environment. With 3 glazing options - “Classic”, “Side Glass” and “Front Glass” - and 4 highly
customisable standard sizes, Mood offers complete versatility and is perfect for domestic or
professional settings.

CLASSIC

FRONT GLASS

SIDE GLASS

Minimal design of the horizontal slats. A handle that can also be used as a towel hanger, made
of high quality solid wood that ensures constant warmth and a pleasant feeling to the touch
Self-supporting walls incorporate an insulating structure. The 8 mm tempered glass is
transparent for windows and door with steel hinges.

COMFORT
Multilingual control panel and display with protected access. Warm white, diffused LED
wall and floor lighting Wireless audio system with loudspeakers (TOP equipment).
Biosauna with aromatherapy (TOP equipment) and as accessories thermometer,
hygrometer and hourglass, pail and ladle, headrest/backrest, roll-up and removable
footrest and heater protection system.
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MOOD S Side Glass
right hand version
Linden Wood

MOOD

MOOD S

Seats: 2
Left hand and Right hand version
Dimension: 180 x 120 x 210 H cm
Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on
the external side panel or remote control panel
Current absorbed:
Classic: 3 kW
Side Glass: 4,5 kW
Front Glass: 4,5 kW

FRONT GLASS

MOOD M

Seats: 5 - 6
Left hand and Right hand version
Dimension: 200 x 150 x 210 H cm
Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on
the external side panel or remote control panel
Current absorbed:
Classic: 4,5 kW
Side Glass: 6 kW
Front Glass: 6 kW

FRONT GLASS
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MOOD

MOOD L

Seats: 5 - 6
Left hand and Right hand version
Dimension: 200 x 200 x 210 H cm
Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on
the external side panel or remote control panel
Current absorbed:
Classic: 6 kW
Side Glass: 7,5 kW
Front Glass: 7,5 kW

FRONT GLASS

MOOD XL

Seats: 7 - 8
Left hand and Right hand version
Dimension: 250 x 200 x 210 H cm
Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on
the external side panel or remote control panel
Current absorbed:
Classic: 7,5 kW
Side Glass: 9 kW
Front Glass: 9 kW

FRONT GLASS
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MOOD

COLORS, MATERIALS, FINISHES
MATERIALS

ELEMENT
External frame
Walls and ceiling

Canadian Hemlock wood or
solid Linden wood

Rollable duckboard to be positioned on the
existing floor
Benches
Heater cover

8 mm thick transparent tempered plate glass

CANADIAN HEMLOCK WOOD

Window / Door

SOLID LINDEN WOOD

Note: The color, texture and finish of materials may differ from the pictures.
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FINNISH SAUNA

MOOD

MOOD S Classic

MOOD S Side Glass

MOOD M Classic

MOOD M Side Glass

MOOD L Classic

MOOD L Side Glass

MOOD XL Classic

MOOD XL Side Glass

JACUZZI
PER L'HOSPITALITY
®

SASHA Black
Sauna + Emotional shower + Hammam
Alkamuri Posh Hotel & Spa - Italy
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S E N S AT I O N A L
WELLNESS™

Sensational Wellness™ is the new partnership programme dedicated to the hospitality world which, thanks to an
extensive, high-value offering, allows all hotel, spa and resort
operators as well as prestigious venues to grow their business
and enhance their visibility, thanks to the added value of the
wellness product solutions, consulting, support and communication provided by Jacuzzi®.

SASHA MI Black
Sauna + Emotional shower and Hammam
Cumeja Beach Hotel & Resort - Italy

SASHA White
Sauna + Hammam
Golden Tulip Sophia Antipolis - France

SASHA Black
Sauna + Emotional shower
Haritha Villa & Spa - Sri Lanka

SASHA Black
Sauna + Emotional shower + Hammam
Terme Preistoriche - Italy
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JACUZZI
WEB
DISCOVER THE
LATEST PRODUCTS
®
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JACUZZI

®

WEB

Jacuzzi.com renews its look, proposing new
sections and functions. A restyling that expands
with new categories and contents, a valuable tool
for keeping up to date with the latest news from
the Jacuzzi® world.
Born Pro Zone, the Jacuzzi® portal devised
for architects, designers and authorised
dealers, where they can find all the tools to
help them in their design tasks: pictures, 3D and
2D models, catalogues, technical specifications,
installation data sheets and manuals.

JACUZZI.COM

ENTER IN
PRO ZONE
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SASHA AND
SASHA MI
TECHNICAL
DRAWING
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TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

SASHA
SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER + HAMMAM
402,5

Dimensions:
402 x 211 x 225 H cm

225

Installation: corner, back to wall, niche

211

Single version

SAUNA + HAMMAM
Dimensions:
302 x 211 x 225 H cm

302,5

225

Installation: corner, back to wall, niche

211

Single version
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TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

SASHA
HAMMAM + EMOTIONAL SHOWER
257

Dimensions:
257 x 211 x 225 H cm

257

211

225

Installation: corner, back to wall, niche

LEFT HAND

RIGHT HAND

SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER
Dimensions:
257 x 211 x 225 H cm

257

257

211

225

Installation: corner, back to wall

LEFT HAND
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RIGHT HAND

TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

SASHA
HAMMAM WITH DOOR ON LONG SIDE
Dimensions:
152 x 211 x 225 H cm

152

152

211

225

Installation: corner, back to wall

LEFT HAND

RIGHT HAND

HAMMAM WITH DOOR ON SHORT SIDE
Dimensions:
152 x 211 x 225 H cm

152

152

211

225

Installation: corner, back to wall

LEFT HAND
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RIGHT HAND

TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

SASHA
SAUNA WITH DOOR ON LONG SIDE
152

Dimensions:
152 x 211 x 225 H cm

152

211

225

Installation corner, back to wall, niche
Installazione ad angolo, a parete, in nicchia

LEFT HAND

RIGHT HAND

SAUNA WITH DOOR ON SHORT SIDE
Dimensions:
152 x 211 x 225 H cm

152

152

211

225

Installation: corner, back to wall

LEFT HAND
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RIGHT HAND

TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

SASHA MI
SAUNA + EMOTIONAL SHOWER and HAMMAM
Dimensions:
260 x 120 x 225 H cm

260

260
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225

Installation: corner, back to wall

LEFT HAND
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RIGHT HAND
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TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

MOOD S
FINNISH SAUNA

Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on the
external side panel or remote control panel

Dimensions:
180 x 120 x 210 H cm

SIDE GLASS

Left hand

Left hand

210

210

CLASSIC

120

180

120

180

120

FRONT GLASS

210

Left hand
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180

TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

MOOD M
FINNISH SAUNA

Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on the
external side panel or remote control panel

Dimensions:
200 x 150 x 210 H cm

Left hand
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SIDE GLASS

Left hand

210

CLASSIC

200
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FRONT GLASS

210

Left hand
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200
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TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

MOOD L
FINNISH SAUNA

Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on the
external side panel or remote control panel

Dimensions:
200 x 200 x 210 H cm

Left hand

200

210

SIDE GLASS

Left hand

210

CLASSIC

200

200

FRONT GLASS

210

Left hand

200

200
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200

TECHNICAL
D R AW I N G S

MOOD XL
FINNISH SAUNA

Installation:
Classic: corner, back to wall, niche
Side Glass: corner
Front Glass: corner, back to wall, niche with control panel on the
external side panel or remote control panel

Dimensions:
250 x 200 x 210 H cm

Left hand

200

210

SIDE GLASS

Left hand

210

CLASSIC

200

250

FRONT GLASS

210

Left hand
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250

MOOD XL
Front Glass
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WA R R A NTY A ND
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AND ON-GOING COMMITMENT
•

Showroom
When you have an idea of the Hot Tub model that will suit your needs, you can see the real thing at your
nearest showroom.
Our experienced sales force will then take you through the purchase process and in many instances give
you’re the opportunity to try out Hot Tubs in demonstration areas.
For more information on the technical features of the products, please consult the website www.jacuzzi.com
where you will find a list of authorised dealers you can contact.

•

Delivery
Once you have selected the Hot Tub you can arrange for it to be delivered. This part of the process involves
us scoping out the fitting area, the location of your home and the logistics of bringing the tub to you.

•

Fitting
After the electrical work & level base have been completed, Jacuzzi® will send their expert fitter to connect the
Hot Tub to its desi gnated power source. They will then fill the tub to the right level and then demonstrate the
correct way to use it.

•

Aftercare
With the Hot Tub installed and being used at your leisure, it’s good to know that Jacuzzi® is always on hand to
deal with any questions, offer tips and recommend the best ways to keep your unit running smoothly.

•

Warranty
All our Hot Tubs carry a standard 2 year warranty to provide you with superb peace of mind. the 2 year warranty
is for EU countries only. For other markets please check with local retailer.

The descriptions and images of the products in this catalogue are only indicative and are not binding for the purposes of their use. Jacuzzi Europe reserves the right to make
any changes to the products deemed appropriate at any time and without notice.
©2017 Jacuzzi® Hot Tubs. All rights reserved. Jacuzzi® is a registered trademark of Jacuzzi® Inc. used with permission. All other brands, product names, company names,
trade names, trademarks and service marks used are the property of their respective owners. Specifications may change without notice. Dimensions are approximate.
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JACUZZI EUROPE S.p.A.
Direzione e Coordinamento
Jacuzzi Brands, LLC. (USA)
S.S. Pontebbana km 97,200
33098 Valvasone Arzene (PN) Italia
Via Copernico 38
20125 Milano (Italia)
Tel. +39-0434-859111
Fax +39-0434-85278
www.jacuzzi.com
info@jacuzzi.eu
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